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Each year a convention like BLFC welcomes furries, their friends 
and relatives who have not been to a convention before. There are a 
series of guidelines to make it through a 3-day event accompanied 
with different awes and surprises. How do I approach an artist in 
the dealer’s den? What do I need to know about fursuiters? What 
do I  need to do each day? Who do I contact if I  have an urgent 
question? This also includes tips to hang out with furries and their 
friends you have not met before.

4p-5p @ Teton
So This is Your First Furcon

A meetup for the furry fans of hockey socialize and talk about 
hockey.

4p-6p @ Whitney
Hockey Furs

So you’ve finally gotten a fursuit? Or you’re thinking of getting 
one? Here are some of the basics you’ll need to know on mainte-
nance, safety, characterization and the likes.  We will even dive a 
bit further into the nitty gritty of fursuiting and how to make your 
character come to life!

6p-9p @ Teton
Fursuiting 101 / 102

Just a place and time that those of the leggy persuasion can gather 
and share stories, art, ideas, etc.

6p-7p @ McKinley
Taur Meet & Greet

A review of avian anatomy from beak to tail with special attention 
to aspects important to artists and role players.

7p-9p @ Cascade
Avian Anatomy

8p-9p @ Whitney
#BiggestLittleBrotherhood Meet & Greet

Come play Cards Against Humanity with a bunch of other furs, we 
may or may not have Sodomy Dog’s furry expansion from preten-
dyourexyzzy professionally printed (sshhhh... don’t tell anyone). 
The winner gets a free CaH expansion too, you’ll have a bigger, 
blacker, time!

9p-11p @ Whitney
Cards Against the Utopia

Travel with your internet conductor, Aetius, on a magical journey 
to learn the best tips and tricks to be a social master of chatrooms 
and beyond! 

9p-10p @ Shasta
Chatroom Etiquette

An illustrated lecture featuring a brief history of pornography, the 
constructive and destructive properties of mature art, and the re-
sponsibilities creative individuals have when creating and distribut-
ing work for mature audiences.

10p-11p @ Ruby
Creating Mature Art as Therapy

Imagine yourself, sitting in a room, prominantly displayed at the 
front is the very latest content uploaded to Fur Affinity, unfiltered, 
unrestricted, often unknown... things... you cannot unsee.

A husky discusses the artwork as if it were a fine gallery display 
piece, discussing the assumed motifs of the artist, the quality of 
work, and the content of the piece.

Entirely improvised, unscripted, and unexpected.  Undenyably the 
unmissable and unbeatable display of the under discussed front 
page content.

* Not responsible for mental anguish, eye bleach is not provided.

10p-11p @ Teton
FAAFing About

9p-2a @ Main Stage
Dance: Project Sound

9p - DJ Pup
10p - DJ 603
11p - Foxify

12a - Apollo
1a - Dave:.Brown

Brometheus Bear has been deposed but not forgotten. This meet 
and greet is for the remnant supporters of Biggest little brother 
to get together and discuss plans for resurgance and just to get to 
know each other. 11p-6a @ Bowling Alley

Free Bowling
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At this Panel we talk about the behind the scenes work of Biogodz videos from You-
Tube. We also talk about our podcast show called Furries in the woods. It’s a podcast 
show revolving around the fur fandoms issues and humor that we discuss. 

10a-11a @ Sierra
Biogodz Podcast & Video Production

Covering a sample workflow through Adobe’s Lightroom. How it could replace your 
photoshop routine and optimize your photo organization, editing, and produc-
tion. Learn about the Heal and HSL tools and why shooting in RAW makes your 
post-production life easier.

11a-1p @ Ruby
Lightroom Basics

Zootopia is the biggest mainstream film to be laid at the feet (paws?) of the furry 
community since The Lion King--or is it? Did Zootopia live up to the hype? What 
could’ve been done better? What notable fan works are out there? And will we see a 
wave of rabbits enter furry spaces a decade from now? Come discuss what Zoopto-
pia means to you, the community, and where we should all go from here.

11a-12p @ Teton
Let’s Move to Zootopia (...or not)

Interested in brewing better coffee at home? Latte and Dax will demonstrate a vari-
ety of pour-over methods and gadgets, and break down the brewing process step by 
step. *Back by popular demand!*

11a-12p @ Whitney
Coffee Hour with Latte

Welcome to Biggest Little Fur Con! Come learn more about what to expect this 
weekend. 

11a-12p @ Main Stage
Opening Ceremonies

For those who have seen my Worn in Between Panel at Further Confusion (I count-
ed at least 20 or 30 who fit this description), I have put together a series of clips from 
the panel where mistakes were made. Even if you weren’t at that panel you can learn 
a thing or two about mistakes one is likely to make at their first panel. The purpose 
of this panel is to demonstrate the importance of communication with event staff 
and allowing sufficient time to make a panel work. I also hope you guys get a laugh 
out of it. I won’t take offense if you do I even laugh looking at the playback. Besides 
laughter I would love it if this panel were interactive so people could try and guess 
what went wrong in various segments.

12p-2p @ Shasta
How Not to Run a Panel

Ever wanted to improve your ability to think quickly on your feet (Paws/hooves/tal-
ons/whatnot)? Join Tazel in this quick run down of the tenets of improvisation (Yes/
And, Mime, etc.) and participate in some improv games of varying difficulty to test 
whether you can improv-fursize with the best of them! Or at least with your friends!

12p-2p @ Cascade
Improv-fur-sation Basics

Learn basic dance moves and combos from 3 of the best dance comp winners in the 
fandom: Telephone, Rahne Kallon aka Valentine, & Tayerr aka Albino Topaz. 

12p-2p @ Sierra
FurMedia: How to Dance

I’ll cover everything anyone could ever need to know about building and maintain-
ing their first fursuit

1p-3p @ Teton
My First Fursuit: Building & Maintaining

What is social justice? What are the stereotypes out there regarding political cor-
rectness and sjws? Come and join our Meet and Greet for Social Justice-minded furs 
looking to discuss feminism, anti-racism, gender, sexuality, social media, and activ-
ism. This panel is open to all people regardless of race, class, gender, sexuality, age, 
ability, neurodiversity, citizenship status, and religion. We will have introductions 
and a brief discussion on social justice, safe spaces, and language before breaking off 
into groups for community games.

1p-2p @ Whitney
Social Justice Meet / Greet

You know those people twirling across the dance floor with glowsticks on strings? 
Want to be able to do that? Join us for a crash course in poi spinning. You’ll not only 
learn a few tricks to get you started, but we’ll show you how to go past static moves 
and begin exploring poi as the infinite art it is. No experience necessary. Equipment 
will be provided.

1p-3p @ McKinley
Introduction to Poi

If you’re itching to hit the Grand Sierra’s casino floor but don’t know your “dou-
ble-down” from your “Don’t Pass Line,” this is the panel for you! With nearly eight 
years’ experience as a casino dealer, Kijani will give you the run down of the most 
popular games including Blackjack, Craps and Roulette.

2p-3p @ Game Room
Casino Gaming 101

Join storyboard professional Zoë Moss and Pixar trained Mandi Tremblay as we 
discuss the backbone of animation - storyboards! 

2p-4p @ Ruby
Storyboarding with Zoe & Grey

A Fursuit Bachelor Auction to raise money for the Convention’s charity.
2p-3p @ Main Stage
Fursuitor Charity Dance Auction

Meet other pilots, compare notes, ask questions, and get in on the hype of the next 
great space game. Elite Dangerous pilots welcome.

3p-4p @ Whitney
Star Citizen Meet & Greet

Ever considered hosting a furmeet but weren’t sure where to start? Well join us for 
this open discussion on hosting furmeets. Whether they be small events or large, we 
will let you know the factors you need to consider to make your event a success. 

3p-4p @ Cascade
Furmeet 101

3p-4p @ Sierra
Open Mic

Welcome another year of the husky meet and greet. This is for huskies, fans of 
huskies, and those who happen to have a four legged friend whom is a husky! Think 
huskies are the best thing since sliced bread? DUH, OF COURSE YOU DO!!

4p-6p @ Shasta
Husky Meet & Greet

Come meet other fans of classic game consoles from the last century!
4p-5p @ Game Room
Classic Console Gamers

The western United States offers great camping possibilities. Whether it is along the 
Pacific to the west or across the Cascades to the East. Yet camping requires planning 
and the proper equipment. What do I need and how do I deal with weather and 
wildlife? Besides a tent and water proof shoes know what else you need to make your 
camping trip a great experience.

4p-5p @ Teton
Camping 101

Until 7p Sat @ Game Room
Mystery Video Game Qualifier

2p-3p
Publishing 101: Basics

@ Rabbit Valey Table (58)

10a Fri-1p Sat @ Main Hangout
Lucky Makes a Fursuit for Charity

3p-5p @ Dealers’ Den
Fursuit Games

2:30p-10p @ Con Ops
Sunday Fursuit Games Signup

A simple game of Quiplash where 3-8 players per game answer 2 prompts per round 
until the final round called “The Last Lash”.

1p-2p @ Main Stage
Quiplash with Treyn

11a-8p @ Go Karts
Free Go Karts & Mini Golf



Come join us for some jousting, an amazing no graphics, motion controlled, 
multi-player mayhem enabled game that has been exploding at cons everywhere!

4p-5p @ McKinley
Massive Joust Mania!

This dance workshop focuses on core fundamentals and basics for those who are 
either just starting out, or are looking to improve their own dance styles. Beginners 
can learn basic steps and movement concepts which will help them get started, more 
experienced dancers will be able to learn specific techniques and deeper concepts to 
tighten up their practice. This class will require some stretching and certainly lots of 
physical movement. We will close with a freestyle circle, to put things learned into 
practice!

4p-5p @ Sierra
Dance Workshop with Rinn

**Game content may have 18+ prompts and/or answers. IDs will be checked at the 
door.**

5p-7p @ Teton
Quiplash BLFC Edition

Dragons meet and growl.
5p-7p @ Whitney
Dragons

A talk about how animals are built up of various shapes, and how by using shape 
language and exaggeration you can design all kinds of animals.  The talk will focus 
on both how shape design and exaggeration build up an animal, and how different 
types of animals tend to have different shapes.

5p-7p @ Cascade
Using Shapes to Draw Animals

Join Mascha and her conspirators as they put on a showcase of great jazz standards! 
Warning: Spontaneous fursuited swing dancing may occur. Conspirators: Reveille 
(trumpet), Toki (keyboards), Bohor (bass), and Chance (drums).

5p-6p @ Main Stage
Mascha & Conspirators

For the third consecutive year, Kijani will host a fun, fast-paced blackjack tour-
nament to benefit the con charity Safe Haven Rescue Zoo. Signups will begin 30 
minutes before the tournament starts and are open to the first 28 entries, so be there 
early to reserve your spot! The entry fee is $15, with an optional $5 add-on for an 
additional $500 in chips for the opening round. Prizes go to the top six finishers, 
with the winner receiving the coveted Grand Prize: A 300-piece collectible BLFC 
logo poker chip set!

6p-9p @ Game Room
Charity Blackjack Tournament (signups 6-6:30)

A crash course on the art of the Disk Jockey. For this panel we will be talking about 
the history of DJing, the basics of equipment, as well as basic mixing lessons. Lessons 
include beats, bard, phrasings and beatmatching.

6p-7p @ Shasta
DJ 101

The Panel will help bring more furries  to the second life world. Show them the tips 
on how to start there own Secondlife and show them the furry world and how to 
make there own fursona come to life right in front of them. Also show them the RP 
world in SL and places to go to meet other online furs in secondlife. There may be 
some Adult content during the presentation.

6p-8p @ Ruby
Secondlife Furries

So you’ve mastered the 3-beat weave and don’t know where to go from there. Come 
learn about various techniques and concepts that will take you to the next level. 
Topics include: hybrids, tech poi, partner poi etc. Prereq: 3-Beat Weave, Butterfly.

6p-8p @ McKinley
Intermediate/Advanced Poi

Fox Amoore and Pepper Coyote on stage for the first time at BLFC.
Join them for an hour of original music, comedy, and other shenanigans.

6p-7p @ Main Stage
Foxes & Peppers

Cartoonists Nero O’Reilly (GOLDEN TRICK, CARNIVORE PLANET) and Iris 
Jay (EPIPHANY, CROSSED WIRES) host a helpful overview on how to make and 
sell your own comics. Topics covered will include planning storylines, drawing for 
clarity, printing zines, online publishing, time management, and much, much more. 
Also yes, we will tell you which pens we use.

7p-8p @ Teton
“Comics is Easy!” with Nero & Iris

FraddasCast is back in action with co-host’s Lakota and Uriko. come join us for an 
hour or more of randomness and topics and fun!

7p-8p @ Sierra
FraddasCast Live

Calling all fursuit makers! We have a pretty unique job, let’s get to know each other. 
Come join us for a casual get-together where we can hang out and share our experi-
ences as makers. See you there!

8p-9p @ Shasta
Fursuit Makers Mingle

Come learn how to play Furoticon, one of the hottest games in the fandom! We will 
have a limited number of Demo Decks available for anyone who doesn’t already have 
cards. Feeling competitive? Participate in a tournament! Stop by the Tail Kiss Studio 
dealer table to learn more and get your cards! (Adults Only, 18+)

8p-12a @ Ruby
Furoticon How To & Beginner Tournament

Learn how to use rope in this Japanese form of bondage. This is a hands on session 
in how to tie basic knots and make an introductory harness out of rope.

9p-11p @ Teton
Shibari Basics

It’s been described as inevitable, crass and not fit for anyone’s consumption. It’s The 
Revenge of It Only Gets Worse! Back by unpopular demand, Zane Khandr and his 
friends Balls, Momo, Silver and special guest TripE return to BLFC for another live 
broadcast of Secondlife’s outrageous furry comedy radio show. Just like you’ve al-
ways feared, you’ll have a chance to experience the offenses and awkward tingling of 
the weekly news quiz and see all of the secret radio magic that will require horribly 
invasive techniques to wipe from your memory. You’ve been in one place for too 
long already so grab whatever that green stuff is and WITNESS US.

9p-12a @ Sierra
Revenge of It Only Gets Worse

BLFC CORP IS FALLEN, THE SEEDS OF DISCORD SOWN...
Among the chaos in the streets, familiar to this sort of anarchy, a Cru of notorious 
Adventures swoops in like dingbats out of hell to seize a slice of the action, establish-
ing their own presence in order to show all the best video clips of the past year or so 
to rage and laff over as the walls of the hotel shake. DIP! SET!

10p-11p @ Shasta
Youtubaloo VIII: Hypervolution

A wacky game consisting of one ruler, that is constantly being dethroned. Will you 
be the next king or queen? If so, what rules or laws will you put into place? The 
possibilities are endless. Come here for a fun time.

10p-12a @ Whitney
King’s Game

An introduction into the basics of BDSM, covering communication skills, fetish lists, 
and SSC (Safe Sane Consensual) practices.

11p-1a @ Cascade
BDSM 101: Safe, Sane, Consensual

8p-3a @ Main Stage
Dance: Crush Puppy Hustle

8p - The Armistice
9p - Cosmo Coyote
10p - AudioDile
11p - Addix

12a - Phoxwit
1a - Genki
2a - Subwoofer

7p @ Game Room
Pokken Tournament

7p @ Game Room
Dance Dance Revolution

4p-8p @ Headless Lounge
Dance Competition Preliminaries

Come enjoy the comedy improv stylings of the Unmentionables Troup returning 
from Colorado. Laugh out loud while we run through some of our signature im-
prove antics! (Some audience participation required)

12a-1a @ Sierra
The Unmentionable Improv

11p-6a @ Bowling Alley
Free Bowling
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In 1977, author Jacquelyn Reinach and illustrator Richard Hefter teamed up to 
create “Sweet Pickles,” a children’s picture book series featuring 26 animals living in a 
shared town. Spanning a print run of 40 million copies, the books have earned over 
$100 million--despite awkward storytelling, horrible art, and characters that learn 
nothing. Come hear readings (and see illustrations) of selected books and experi-
ence one of the greatest literary touchstones you’ve never heard of.

11a-12p @ Teton
Furry Picture Book “Classics” - Sweet Pickles

Merfurs are essentially merfolk with furry upper halves, or you could think of us as 
aquatic cousins of Taur-furs. This event would be hosted by myself and a few other 
merfur freinds. Look me up: Check out BLFC Resista Seawolf (@skitchglitchh)

12p-1p @ Whitney
Merfurs Meet & Greet

A more advanced panel on Djing. This panel will give people an hour or two of 
hands on experience with beatmatching and mixing.

1p-3p @ Shasta
DJ 102

Fursonas is a four-year exploration into the complexities of furry fandom. The film 
premiered at the Slamdance Film Festival in January, where it received the Spirit of 
Slamdance Award for bringing positive energy into the festival. Since then, the film 
has shown in select theaters across America to both furry and non-furry audiences. 

The documentary has acquired distribution and will be available this summer online 
for everyone to see. This special screening will be followed by a Q&A with the 
director, Video.

1p-2p @ Teton
Fursonas - Documentary Screening 18+

Come participate in this hands-on crash course in poker! Topics will include basic 
game play, table etiquette and introductions to several variations of the game.

2p-4p @ Game Room
Intro to Poker

Bringing like minded members of the winter action sports community together. 
Whether you’re a long time member or a board virgin that has never seen snow. So 
let us come together for the love of what we do. And yes two plankers are welcome.

2p-3p @ Whitney
Furries of the Gnar

1p-3:30p @ Main Stage
Dance Competition

Join professional character designer Zoë Moss (Wabbit, Bojack Horseman) as she 
guides you through the art of designing characters for animation. Learn tips & tricks 
to creating visually strong and appealing characters in this interactive presentation.

3p-5p @ Ruby
Character Design for Animation

Come play and learn. We’ll have juggling balls, juggling clubs, rings and other circus 
toys. For all ages and skill levels. 

3p-4p @ McKinley
Circus Animals

Drafting a commission agreement is a difficult yet often overlooked part of the 
commission process. By laying out the terms in advance, artists and commissioners 
can reduce confusion, increase satisfaction, and clearly delineate the rights and 
responsibilities of each party.

4p-6p @ Shasta
Protecting your Work: Copyright & Commissions

Come see what therianthropy and otherkin communities are all about and learn 
from the people inside the communities what they are about!

4p-6p @ Teton
Therian & Otherkin Discussion Panel

Pepper has a lot of Junk on stage when he performs.
Come and check out his equipment before the show.

4p-5p @ Sierra
See Pepper’s Junk

5p-9p @ Game Room
Charity Poker Tournament

Watch a live demo of how to use free 3D software (Blender) to help with drawing in 
perspective, composing and lighting scenes, and posing figures.

6p-8p @ Ruby
3D for 2D Artists

Escape the fallen society! Meet other marsupials! @ Marsupial Marsh! this is a 
marsupial meet and greet. 

6p-7p @ Whitney
Marsupial Marsh

4:30p-7p @ Silver State (Downstairs)
Fursuit Festival
BLFC is pleased to announce this year’s Fursuit Expo event, a time where fursuiters 
of all kinds can come together and mingle around, enjoy some music and games, 
and be part of the grand BLFC fursuit photo! Throughout the event, suiters can 
come and go as they please as we stage fursuit maker and other specialty photo-
shoots. While you’re waiting for your photoshoot to come up, you also can relax in 
our common areas where we will have fun activities and props to stage your own 
fun photos. For all our non-suiting attendees, we want you to stop by and give our 
suiters some love, seeking out your favorites to capture on camera, or join in the fun 
by playing games and dancing alongside them!
We invite you to join us - you won’t want to miss this party!

4:30p-5p @ Silver State (Downstairs)
Group Fursuit Photo Lineup
Come early to get the prime picture spot for our giant group fursuit photo! Our first 
900 suiters joining us will receive the special fursuit giveaway, so be sure to show up 
to pick it up and show off your swag in the group photo!

1p @ Game Room
Mortal Combat X

3p @ Game Room
Street Fighter V

Touchups 10a-1p @ Main Hangout
Lucky Makes a Fursuit for Charity

12p-1p @ Rabbit Valey Table (58)
Publishing 102: Layout

Until 7p @ Game Room
Mystery Video Game Qualifier

11a @ Game Room
Skullgirls

11a @ Game Room
Smash Bros Melee

11a-8p @ Go Karts
Free Go Karts & Mini Golf

3p @ Game Room
Pokemon Omega Ruby / Alpha Saphire

3p @ Game Room
Pokemon R / B / Y (3DS)



1 hour jazz/funk/swing/etc concert.
6p-7p @ Main Stage
Reveille & the Swingin’ Tails

Voice Acting Workshop returns to Reno with a brand new name! Try being a voice 
actor by performing scenes from a collection of prepared scripts, and have your 
recordings posted online, all during the panel. Or just come to listen to the fun!

7p-9p @ Teton
Furrywood: Voice Acting

Join filmmaker Eric “Ash” Risher as he presents his documentary, and explore 
the furry fandom like you’ve never seen it before. This film follows a handful of 
individuals as they develop their unique roles within the furry world. Whether 
you’re a seasoned furry or a newcomer to the fandom, there is plenty to discover in 
this lighthearted film. Look beyond the fur to discover the importance of identity, 
creativity, and the true essence of the furry fandom: its people. Stick around after the 
screening for a brief Q&A with the director.

7p-8p @ Cascade
FURRIES: A Documentary

Some guy tells stories.
7p-8p @ Main Stage
Kage’s Story Hour

8p-12a @ Ruby
Intermediate Furoticon Tournament

Do you like raccoons? Or any of the raccoon relatives, coati, ringtails, red pands, 
ect? This panel is for you. Come and meet your fellow procyonae, learn more about 
raccoons and their cousins. Ask questions, we all might learn something. 

8p-9p @ Whitney
Racoons & Friends

Aurelina and Agouti-Rex of comedy podcast SHOW have scoured thrift stores, 
garage sales, and dumpsters for the worst VHS and BetaMax relics featuring bad 
fursuits, weird puppets, bizarre animation, and lost video from 90s era conventions 
and furmeets. Come see the funniest, strangest furry monstrosities in an all-new 
video compilation! 

Furry Found Footage has played to packed rooms and standing room only audiences 
at Further Confusion 2015, Further Confusion 2016, Texas Furry Fiesta 2015, and 
BLFC 2015.

8p-9p @ Sierra
Furry Found Footage

8p-10p @ Silver State (Downstairs)
Adult Fursuit Games

2nd year! Come play adult oriented party games like AD Party Pictionary. Share and 
tell hilarious adult oriented mishaps. Win prizes and have fun with all your friends.

9p-10p @ Shasta
Panel After Dark

Whether you need a guide to the wilder parts of FurAffinity and SoFurry or you 
know the terrain like the back of your hand, come join us for a slideshow and 
discussion about various kinks and fetishes often seen in the furry community, why 
they are so common, and what makes them alluring.

9p-10p Cascade
Furry Kinks 101

10p-12a @ Teton
Yuuki’s Hypnosis Discussion

Principles of good storytelling apply to any kind of fiction writing, including erotica, 
but furry kink writing can present special challenges. How should you write a 
steamy scene that includes a kink that isn’t your own? How can a story be sexy with-
out actual sex? Come hear advice from two writers in the fatfur/vore community 
and share strategies of your own.

10p-11p @ Cascade
Writing Furry Kinks

10p-11p @ Sierra
#FaP After Dark

Tired of the same ‘ol pop up scares in video games? Want a game that really gets 
under your skin? Venture with us into some video game related creepypastas about 
possessed cartridges, creepy hacks, and even games that are unintentionally scary.

11p-12a @ Shasta
Creepypasta Galore

Come sniff around as you enjoy the company of your fellow puppy community. This 
event is a more in-depth meet and greet, designed to give all pups/pets and Handlers 
and puppy/PAH groups an opportunity to come together from all over the world 
to socialize and get to know everyone better, hang out, and have a wagtastic, fun 
time. This platform will also allow all the community puppy groups the ability to 
share their locations and insight on active puppy groups in and around their area as 
well as show their representation and support. This also will give all pups/pets and 
Handlers, new to the scene and old, the opportunity to ask questions for those that 
like to know more about pup play, the pup groups and events going on in their area 
and around the world. Not only will this be a very fun social event, but a great way 
to pup out!

11p-12a @ McKinley
Puppy Play Meet & Greet Summit

All those fun games that just didn’t quite make it into the General games.

**No Cameras, Please!**

7p @ Game Room
Splatoon (2v2 based on WiiU Availability)

Back by popular demand from last year, with new content! This panel will discuss 
the finer points of hypnosis and the furry fandom, what it means to be hypnotized 
and what the limits and goals of hypnotism are according to what you wish to expe-
rience. Goes over any and all questions regarding hypnotism, including kinks!

9p-7a @ Main Stage
Dance: The Sons of Bass

9p - Echos of the BLFCorp
10p - Toby Dingo
11p - Wild Life
12a - DJ Spots
1a - TekFox
2a - Bloodwiser

3a - Kitsune DJ
4a - Bunny Bunassi
4:45a - Dantee
5:30a - Spike Papp
6:15a - gLób

Sun 3a-6a @ Bowling Alley
Free Bowling
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Tired of the same flat pinups?  Join us and learn how to give your characters per-
sonality through expression, realism and how you can help their inner charm can 
shine through.  We’ll use various techniques and focus on the subtle visual cues to 
transform the flat into fully realized personalities.

11a-12p @ Ruby
Creating Characters

Come listen and share stories about why we are who we are. Talk about your charac-
ter and how it affects your real life. What does being a furry mean to you and why is 
it important? Bring some tissues because there will be feels.
Hosted by Brometheus Bear.

11a-12p @ Teton
OOC: What it means to be furry

It’s another BLFC so it’s time for another Mystery Video Game Tournament. Furries 
tend to think they’re really good at games, we’re going to mix things up a bit find 
out who’s the best. A competition that’s a true test of one’s gaming abilities! Entrants 
must play the qualifier game by 7pm Saturday.

1p-5p @ Game Room
Mystery Video Game Tournament

... and build that costume / make art happen.  Joy and perils of artmaking, and what 
to expext, enjoy, and avoid. More an inspirational panel about projects, managing 
goals, managing ourselves and our inspiration.

1p-2p @ Ruby
How to Eat an Elephant

Ever wonder how people can get up and talk with confidence? Want to know the 
secret behind being able to speak in front of crowds large and small? Come huddle 
with us and learn what it takes to put on a great performance for any audience!

1p-2p @ Teton
The Art of Public Performance & Speaking

An open discussion on the ins and outs of applying for, and getting a professional 
job. Topics covered will include resume and interviewing tips, appropriate workplace 
attire and etiquette, how to handle rejection from jobs and negative feedback, and 
balancing Furry life and work life.

1p-2p @ Cascade
I Can Haz (non-cheeseburger-flipping) Job?

1p-3p @ Main Stage
Fursuit Games

A meet and greet for furries who love those wonderful little Nintendo critters. Come 
hang out for a little while and talk about all things Pokemon.

2p-3p @ Whitney
Pokefurs

Discuss designing and building custom inflatables. 
2p-4p @ McKinley
Custom Inflatable Panel

Back by popular demand, JD Puppy will teach basics of rhythm and musicality to 
electroswing, everyone’s favorite EDM variant of the classic old-timey swing sounds 
of the 20’s and 40’s.

2p-3p @ Sierra
Dancing to Electroswing

Learn about fursuiting outside of a convention, what are good venues, what are 
off-limits, what things you should consider, and what kind of prep work may be 
needed. Scout your location, get a handler, and have an exit route planned. We’re 
going fursuiting!

3p-4p @ Ruby
Fursuiting on the Moon

From the subtle changes every day to the full physical changes we can only imagine, 
transformation is a piece of what defines who we are. Join us in a Transformation 
Fan meet, where we discuss what transformation is in the furry community, meet 
others who participate and learn about artists and authors who specialize in the 
transformation sub-genre.

3p-4p @ Teton
Transformations 101

This panel will be a soup to nuts presentation on how to publish your own novel 
online. This presentation will go over the things a self-published author is expected 
to handle in the process of bringing their book to print, and then will continue on to 
the process of actually getting your work published via an online book seller such as 
Amazon or Barnes & Noble.
Things like editors, copy editors, proof readers, cover artists, formatting for submis-
sion, POD services, price points, and advertising will be covered.

3p-5p @ Cascade
How to Self Publish your own Book

Our best charity pieces go up for sale! Be sure to look at more charity pieces in the 
art show earlier this weekend, located in the dealer’s den.

3:30-5p @ Main Stage
Charity Auction

Its felt like almost yesterday that the beta for Furry Network was showcased at BLFC. 
Thank you everyone that has given us feedback and critique, we are now ready to 
unveil to the public what we humbly hope will be an absolutely amazing experience 
for the furry fandom and beyond! We will be showcasing the final site itself, discuss 
howl it will positively impact the social networking / artwork experience for the fur-
ry fandom, and be there to personally answer any and all questions you may have! 

4:30-5:30p @ Teton 
Furry Network Launch Panel

Curious to hear how the story ends for our factions fighting for the power of Liquid? 
Come find out and see it all unfold!

5p-6p @ Main Stage
Closing Ceremonies

What just happened this whole weekend? We probably won’t know either. But we’ll 
talk about it anyway! 

6p-8p @ Sierra
Furrywood: Motion Capture

10p @ Bowling Alley
Utopian Open Bowling Tournament

12p-1p
Publishing 103: Distribution

Must play Qualifyer by 7pm Saturday

@ Rabbit Valey Table (58)

8p-3a @ Main Stage
Dance: The Liquid Lounge

8p - Brenda Banks
9p - Happy House Husky
10p - Akonite
11p - Lutra

12a - Kihu
1a - Dune
2a - Midekai

3p @ Game Room
Super Smash Bros Wii U

64 slots; signup required. Sign up after 2:30pm Friday in Con Ops.

Have a blast with your friends, while helping others! Furs For Life is a furry-based 
charity group that connects members of the fandom together, gets us working 
together to make a positive impact in the world, and have FUN doing it!

We’ll chat about our biggest event, Extra Life, where the group is heading, and how 
you can get involved. We’ll also share some fun videos, and have a meet and greet 
towards the end.

12p-1p @ McKinley
Furs For Life: Making Charity FUN

**Registration from 9p-9:45p

11a-5p @ Go Karts
Free Go Karts & Mini Golf

11p-6a @ Bowling Alley
Free Bowling


